
Both in the background and in the form, the play by Javier Ortiz “José 
K.” that I had the great privilege of being one of the first to read, is an im-
pressive argument against the perversions of spirit that can make man, 
too many times unfortunately, the fiercest of animals.

That the same human reason capable of ascending to the sublime is 
also an instrument of cruelty and torture, that this has happened in all 
times and places, that continues happening today as something so rou-
tine that it no longer scandalizes or unworthy, that is what has pushed to 
Javier Ortiz to look and make us look at the monsters that move under 
the appearances of individuals and masses.

He has done it with civic tenacity and with perfect literary art. The stages 
need “José K.” We also.

I hope that the merits of your text, more than the opinions of who, like 
me, I have read it with emotion, will definitely open the doors.

     José Saramago
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José K, torturado
[...] José K, is a terrorist whose intention is to detonate a bomb in a busy square full of 
people. The police stops him and, before the hurry of time, he tortures him to obtain 
information and avoid the massacre.

This simple approach is the excuse for reflection on the moral dilemma that arises in 
such a situation: is torture justified if its use is to prevent the death of a large number 
of people? To what degree does the torture undermine everything it touches?

The text of Javier Ortiz, praised by the Nobel Prize winner José Saramago, wanted to 
highlight a situation that the reports of Amnesty International or Human Rights Watch 
denounce annually: torture is a widespread practice and its presence is constant both 
in armed conflicts and in tyrannical regimes, although some countries of the so-called 
G-20 would also use illicit techniques and abuses of power.

“José K. Torturado”: una mirada a la tortura por Redacción teatro a teatro.
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Before the mirror

A naked man, locked in a small box of methacrylate, handcuffed, hands and feet, 
tells us his passage through horror, through those places of infamy where he is 
tortured with impunity. The tortured confesses activist, with twenty years of armed 
struggle, with victims as a result of their activity; but that confession is structured 
in such a way that it becomes a denunciation of the system. In a plea, in a political 
manifesto where a debate is established on the use of violence as an element of 
political struggle.

The monologue is fluid, a cross between the ideology and the fact of the habitual 
practice of the mistreatment of detainees. The relationship of ideals with the obs-
cenity of torture; of the psychological game between an old militant and a cunning 
policeman. A web of creepy methods, a review of the most humiliating practices 
against human dignity used by all the police and armies of the world, with really 
disgusting blackmail in the name of great words. The resistance capacity of this 
José K, who holds until the bomb installed by him explodes and causes a tragedy; 
as an epitaph.

It is a vibrant, dialectical text by Javier Ortiz, aided by an excellent staging by Car-
les Alfaro, who uses the video camera and its projection as a fundamental element 
to give it greater capacity of intention, with many more nuances and efficiency. 
Theater of ideas, of concepts, without fuss, very well done and worth seeing, to 
think, reflect on a subject as ardent as the one that poses, and that the author 
places a reality before a mirror to reflect about our days

              Carlos Gil Zamora

“José K. Torturado”: Ante el espejo. Revista ARTEZ de las Artes Escénicas.
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[...] There is a small show, “José K. torturado”, whose only ambition has to come from the spectator 
who wants to see a little jewel that brings together exceptional men exercising their trade. One, 
Javier Ortiz, died young still two years ago and has become a cult author. Another, Carles Alfaro, 
is a silent director who wanders around the Spanish stage scene with no more saddlebags than 
his great talent [...]
Rosana Torres
El País, “Sin más alforjas que el talento”.

[...] I have witnessed a theater that lives up to its name, that promotes consciences, that liberates 
thought and that presents an unbeatable work, prepared and studied that, without further ado, 
honors this office and makes it possible for the truth get deep.

Rocio Pastor
Revista digital. Womanword.

Scenic hardness and sober direction of Carles Alfaro, able to literally take the breath away  
from the audience [...]

Joaquin Armengol.
El Punt Avui+. “Expiació”.

[...] the work hits you repeatedly and you discover the next day thinking about many issues...
 
“Crónica de José K y el policía pegón”  iturri.

[...] is a staging that invites one to enter into the words and gestures played by the actor and it is 
inevitable that, at some point in the performance, the observer does not consider what his behavior 
would be in a similar situation...
 
Daniel Dimeco http://www.cafecopenhague.blogspot.com http://danieldimeco.wordpress.com

[...] controversies more or less, we are facing a creation that has left no one indifferent.
 
“Estreno de Jose K Torturado”. Guia del Ocio Madrid.
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United Nations Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, 
Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.

Art.1. For the purposes of this Convention, the term “torture” means any act by which 
a person is intentionally inflicted with severe pain or suffering, whether physical or 
mental, in order to obtain from her or a third party information or a confession, to 
punish her for an act she has committed, or is suspected to have committed, or to 
intimidate or coerce that person or others, or for any reason based on any type of 
discrimination, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by a public official or another 
person in the exercise of public functions, at his instigation, or with his consent or ac-
quiescence. Pain or suffering that results only from legitimate sanctions, or that are 
inherent or incidental to them, will not be considered torture.
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